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Launch of the Prototyping Stage – All of you are welcome to join 

During the ideation phase, we received several ideas and problem scenarios waiting to be addresses. 

Thank you for the amazing response. Our team carefully went through the various ideas, and looked for 

their practicality, impact, and viability and have identified the following ideas as strong potentials for 

further development. At this stage we have identified 3 topics to focus the development activities. We 

now call for all interested who wish to join one of the following topics, so that we can build effective 

teams to take these ideas to completion. 

 

1. An integrated COVID-19 Health Management App + Body Sensors for patients at home  

- With the rising number of cases, hospital capacity is getting strained. Hence there is a need 

for promoting management of patients with non-critical cases at homes. Hence we propose 

an app that is integrated with sensors for key body parameters like body temperature, 

blood oxygen levels amongst others, to keep a track of patient’s conditions, provide a 

feedback and record patient data available to doctors remotely. 

 

2. Analysis of COVID-19 Diagnosis Kit and cost effective testing at a mass scale  

- Massive scale testing is the key to effective containment of COVID-19. As hundreds of teams 

around the world race to develop effective, efficient and economical testing kits, we feel 

that it is vital to keep track of these latest developments and identify the innovations that 

can realise rapid testing, or even self-testing at homes. This team will also explore 

possibilities of augmenting supply chains in Portugal so cheap testing kits can reach 

everyone. 
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3. Help Restaurants with promotion of Takeaway Services through Digital Presence 

- With the closure of Restaurants, a massive sector of the economy has suffered a major 

blow. Many of these restaurants do not have any online presence and not even a facebook 

page nor any knowledge of Digital Technologies. This team will be responsible for 

developing a series of steps for increasing the visibility of traditional restaurants, from 

simple presence on google maps, promotion in local communities, development of social 

media, better presentation of their menus, partnership with delivery services like Glovo and 

Sendeat, amongst others.  

 

There are some other ideas under consideration also at this time, which will be announced later.  

 

If you believe that you are ready for joining one of the above teams and experience hands-on the spirit 

of true collaboration and entrepreneurship, please fill this brief form as soon as possible, so that the 

teams can be created and start working as soon as possible.  

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeY0mw-

UDkAlHNvuhR6REcFIqdFxhKvHz5jG0Nyt9tILgimcw/viewform 

 

We have a team of excellent and experienced facilitators, who will guide you throughout the process 

and support you at every step. We look forward to work with you and make miracles happen! 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeY0mw-UDkAlHNvuhR6REcFIqdFxhKvHz5jG0Nyt9tILgimcw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeY0mw-UDkAlHNvuhR6REcFIqdFxhKvHz5jG0Nyt9tILgimcw/viewform

